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Who knows if everyone could ever all use
a middle of the road lens, a nice fixed 50…

Ryszard Kapuscinski

“Often it is difficult to find a common ground
between the inhabitants of a place and
travellers coming from elsewhere, since each
person looks on the place through a different
lens: those coming into the country use a wideangle, that focuses the image whilst extending
the horizon, while the person native to the
country has always used a telephoto lens, if not
a telescope, that zooms in on and enlarges
the smallest details.”

Twenty million inhabitants, covering three
times more land than Italy, with an average life
expectancy of 40 years. The civil war ended
in 1992 and HIV affects around 20% of the
population.
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This particular set of photos are the fruit of
a trip in 2009, from north to south Mozambique.

Martino Gliozzi was born in Imola, Bologna,
in 1983. He graduated in medicine in Bologna
and now he lives in Lisbon. He has completed
a variety of photo-reportages: Tanzania in 2004,
Ladakh, India in 2005, North-east Brazil in 2007.
The shows ‘Ladakh, little Tibet’ and ‘O Nord
Este do Brasil’ have been exhibited in various
Italian cities.
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vaccines

Inhassoro - Inhambane
Two and a half years old, tiny, but a super
fast runner. She has a curious look, sneaky,
checking out every thing as if she wants to
take it for herself. You can see in her the same
striking contrast that exists in every baby from
Mozambique: she is small, but her expressions,
her movements, her way of observing what is
around, all make her seem old, adult even. She
goes to nursery school opposite the mission of
the fathers of Inhassoro, a village of fishermen
on the southern coast of Mozambique. Here the
children seem much more gordinhos, plump,
because they live next to the sea, they eat
a diet rich in fish.

Baby-sitter

Centro de Alua - Nampula (Hospital de Alua)

Yuni Lourenço

No running water, nor electricity. The bedlinen
is washed by hand by the relatives of the
sick when they are sent home. The types of
medicines available in the hospital amount to
barely more than a dozen, like our medicine
cabinets at home, with a few more antibiotics
and anti-malarial tablets. At night time the
emergencies in the maternity ward are faced
with the help of a torch shined between the
lady’s legs. But at least here the babies are
born into safer surroundings than at home,
malaria during pregnancy is treated and cured,
the more serious wounds are disinfected
and bandaged, every morning a hundred
newborns are vaccinated. Under a roof made
of corrugated iron, around cement benches,
swarm a crowd of women every morning, each
one bringing with her a newborn on her back
and another couple of slightly older children
who hang around the area. Capulane of all

colours are used as clothing for the women,
as nappies for children, and as a support for
carrying the babies on the back. The nurses
and the hospital attendants can rely on a fixed
salary, the minimum wage, 2000 meticais a
month, less than 60 euros. This is enough to
mark out a huge difference with the majority
of people living in the mato, who cultivate a
piece of land, living in mud huts and sleeping on
straw mats. The nurse has reached a high social
standing and shows it, he or she can afford
to pay a lady to wash and iron his clothes,
another to cook, a child to look after his small
son etc.. They don’t believe that you, as a white
person, who comes from a wealthy world, might
wash your own clothes or prepare your own
food. They give their children Brazilian names,
Ivanildo, Nilson, Geraldo, Reginaldo. Brazil, the
ex-Portugese colony, that has now obtained
it’s own sense of identity, is their ideal model.

african trade

Savane - Sofala
“Le acciughe fanno il pallone
che sotto c’è l’alalunga
se non butti la rete
non te ne lascia una

“Anchovies make a ball
below it is the tuna
if you don’t throw the line out
there won’t be one left

alla riva sbarcherò
alla riva verrà la gente
questi pesci sorpresi
li venderò per niente”

I disembark at the shore
at the shore there will be people
these surprised fish
I’ll sell for a snip”

Le acciughe fanno il pallone - F. De André

bikes

Villa de Alua - Nampula

The calm of the fisherman

The city (villa) of Alua is located a few
kilometres from the centre of Alua (the mission,
hospital and school). A dirt road, flanked by
a few old stone buildings with stripped walls
and the illegible names of shops from the
Portuguese period, which now function as
make-shift shops selling essential items; outside
the shops the owners, lying down, wait next
to bags of flour, sugar, beans and hanging
clothes. Surrounding these are shacks, little
houses that resemble a market or that are
inhabited. Everything is slow, calm, with a daily
routine made up of chatting, bartering and
ambling. People get around on foot, or, if they
are lucky, by bike. In the whole of Mozambique,

the number of vehicles amounts to around
400,000, comprising of cars, lorries, buses.
This equates more or less to the same number
of vehicles as a small Italian city, like Parma,
Como or Latina. The bike becomes an
important means of transportation, when the
alternatives are to complete on foot the 50km
that distance your house from your destination,
or else you can wait the unlikely and rare
passing of a car. Bike cuts the distance, relieves
some of the weight that ends up being carried
on the woman’s head. Sacks of coal are
transported to sell in the city, cans of water, live
goats stationed on the handlebars that make
noises similar to the whimpers of a baby…

Waiting for the right moment and tide

Beira, beach - Sofala
The fishermen head back out before the sunset.
The women wait for them on the sand, in small
groups of three or four. They sleep, chat and
watch the sea.
“The European and the African have a
completely different concept of time, they
understand it and deal with it in very different
ways. The European concept views time
objectively, independent of man, apart from him
and it has measurable and linear characteristics.
[...] The European feels a slave to time,
conditioned by it, its subject in everything
he does.

There is an insolvable conflict between man
and time which ends, inevitably, with the man’s
defeat, tempo annihilates man.
Native Africans on the other hand see time
in a totally contrasting way. For them time is
something much more flexible, open, elastic,
subjective. It is man [...] that influences time’s
form, its course and rhythm. […] Time is an
inert, passive entity, conditioned by man.”
Ryszard Kapuscinski

Waiting for the fishermen’s return

Capitães de areia - Captains of the Sands

Pemba - Cabo Delgado
“Vigilant and creative, the child that has no
past, no model, no moral guidance, lives,
expresses himself, plays in freedom.”
A.Desjardins
“To raise a child you need an entire village.”
African proverb

This is my house!

Beira, “bairro” - Sofala
“The market is life, spontaneity, improvisation.
A popular festival, an open air concert.”
“Amongst the many differences that exist
between African and European society, there
is the striking fact that in the latter society the
divisions between jobs are much more marked;
the diversity, focus and professionalism.
In Africa these rules apply to a greatly reduced
degree. Here, above all today, each man has
about ten jobs, he does a huge range of things
which are usually not very long lasting not
particularly serious. It is hard, however, to find
someone who hasn’t had some experience
of the driving force and passion of Africa:
trading.”
Ryszard Kapuscinski

African trade 2. Open 9-13 / 15-17 h. Closed on Sunday

Brigada movèl

Metaje - Nampula - Brigada movèl

African trade 3

Two blasts on the horn from the driver recall the
mothers who have yet to present themselves
with their babies. A clearing of red earth, in the
shade of huge cajueiro. The community chief
arranges a wooden table and a few benches,
the driver fixes the weighing scales to a thick
tree branch, the nurse takes out the cold-bag
which contains the vaccines. Everything is
done in a rhythm, a slowness that would be
unthinkable in our world; the only moment when
things are done quickly is during the jeep trip:
hurtling along dilapidated roads lined with pot
holes and mounds of sand.

The nurse who coordinates the group
explains in makua (the local dialect), using
straightforward language, how the illnesses
function, why vaccinations are necessary etc.
They start, they weigh the babies, and they
try and find out when they were born.
“When was your son born?”
“When the beans were still in their early days.”
The nurse looks at me and smiles:
“February, without a doubt…”
The baby is one year old and weighs more than
2.5kg. We can vaccinate him.

Waiting for the end of the storm 1 - 2 - 3

Gorongosa - Sofala
You cross the river by a stretch of cement lying
next to the bridge that was destroyed during
the civil war that finished in 1992. Here a lady
works near her five children who grab the
chance to soap up and jump into the river.
---------------------------“U mæ nininu mæ
u mæ
lerfe grasse au su
d’amë d’amë
tûmù duçe benignu
de teu muaè
spremmûu ‘nta maccaia
de stæ de stæ
e oua grûmmu de sangue ouëge
e denti de laete
[...]
perché de nostru da a cianûa a u meü
nu peua ciû cresce aerbu ni spica ni figgeü
ciao mæ ‘nin l’ereditæ
l’è ascusa
‘nte sta çittæ
ch’a brûxa ch’a brûxa
inta seia che chin-a
e in stu gran ciaeu de feugu
pe a teu morte piccin-a”

“My baby of mine, mine
your full lips in the sun
like honey, like honey,
sweet benign tumour
of your mother
squeezed in the sultry
summer heat
And now a clot of blood, ears
and milky teeth
[...]
So that from the plains to the pier
we can no longer grow trees, crops or children
Goodbye my child,
our heritage is hidden
In this city
that burns, burns
in the evening that falls
and in the blazing light of the fire
for your tiny death.”

Sidùn - F. De André

The war left behind

Sporting Lisboa vs Benfica

Camba - Sofala
The Zambesi river, the fourth longest in all
Africa, can only be crossed in huge barges that
connect the two riverbanks, from 6am to 5pm.
In these areas, if the rainy season is particularly
long or heavy, the river swells and floods the
surrounding land. A few years ago, an entire
community was forced to abandon their village,
because of an oversized flood that destroyed
their houses. Now these people have moved
a few kilometres away, to the other side of the
railway line, one of the few lines that run across
the country. They rebuilt their shacks, having
received some international and governmental
aid funds that allowed them to build a school
and a water pump. When we talk to them they
always say their house was over the railway, not
where they are now. And they look out towards
the river. Over there, where now there is only
land, fields of corn, peanuts and mandioca.
Chatting with them I discover too that the
oldest man in the village has a kind of adoration
for white people, perhaps a sense of awe.
They gave him back his sight by removing
his cataracts…

----------------------------

Sand castles

exchange

“O que è que estão a fazer aqui?”
“Estamos a explicar augumas coisas sobre
o HIV, a SIDA...”
“Aaahhh... Mas... Queria saber... Como è que
se passa este bichinho??”
“Em várias maneiras, mas sobretudo com
o sexo.”
“Ahh... Claro... Mas então o que è que temos
que fazer??”
“Tem que fazer sexo protegido, com
o preservativo.”
“... Então não há problema... Eu sou protegido
da SIDA pela idade.”
E ri.

“What are you doing?”
“We are explaining some facts about AIDS
and HIV...”
“Ah... But I wanted to know, how can you pass
around this creature?”
“In various ways, but it is mainly transmitted
through sex.”
“Ah... Of course... So, what should we do?”
“You have to practise safe sex, with a
condom.”
“... So there’s no problem... I’m protected
against SIDA by my age.”
He laughs.

Daily Obstacles

Hospital de Moçambique

Ilha de Moçambique - Nampula

Protected against AIDS by age

3km in length, 500m wide, 20 thousand
inhabitants, the old capital of the glorious
period of Portuguese colonialism, today a world
heritage sight under UNESCO. You can feel
the splendour of the past from the old historic
buildings, the ruins of untended gardens, from
crumbling walls faced with the remains of
azulejos, from the marble fountains of the old
hospital, which are no longer running, worn
down with time. Despite this atmosphere of
past decadence, it is a place that is inhabited
and loved by the local population who live in
the ruins of the old portuguese villas. We met
what seems like most of the children from Ilha
under the tumbledown gazebo of a public park:
it was bucketing down with rain so we sheltered
with them for hours. Games with elastic were
played and lots of curious glances were cast
at the two strange people swamped in horrible
plastic raincoats. They sheltered, then they
ran about in the rain, then they came to take

shelter again, soaked. Unfortunately every now
and then this atmosphere is shattered, this
tiny island becomes the port of call for huge
cruise ships on day-trips. These boats unload
hundreds of Western tourists into the small dirt
streets of Ilha. The children of the island swarm
around them, jumping about, and they have
learnt to say “caneta, caneta!” (pen!). Allinclusive package holiday culture standadizes
everything: a visit to a fascinating historic place
that is typically Mozambique in character, from
11am to 3pm, leaving after lunch in the only
high class restaurant. And the visitors get a
pack of Bic biros to give out to the children.
“When will we understand that a poor man is
not looking for charity but exchange?”
Tonino Bello

Mumble mumble...

Namacoje - Nampula
We leave the shack where a priest is giving
mass and suddenly some people arrive.
Then more and more keep appearing until there
are dozens of people around. All have come
to check out, with looks of wonder, the day’s
attraction, two white men in a little forgotten
village in the middle of the mato. They notice
our every movement, every muscle contraction.
The embarrassment mounts. What can we
do? An idea: we take out three plastic film
containers and we re-fill them with stones to
make them a bit heavier. Let it begin.. Juggling!
The people arrange themselves and out of the
disorganized crowd they form one huddle,
a semi-circle around the show of the day: two
white men in the middle of the mato, who can
do magic!
“The white man is a very strange phenomenon,
an alien from a planet so different that one can
sit and watch him for hours without getting
bored.”
Ryszard Kapuscinski

